I wasn't sure if *Bioluminescence* would be a coffee-table book of sumptuous images, a collection of ecological perspectives, or an in-depth scientific review of enzymatic systems. The good news is that this edition is all of these, educating the reader on diverse systems with biochemical details appealing to the molecular modeler coupled with glossy images of diverse species employing these systems to evade predators or attract suitable mates. Wilson and Hastings have compiled a beautiful book cataloging bioluminescence in every characterized system of life. The glossy pages are filled with amazing color images of diverse species coupled with detailed three-dimensional illustrations of the enzymology in each of these diverse systems. Further, the authors survey a spectrum of systems that employ these systems in a way that provides comparative insights. The result is a feast for both the eyes and the mind, an engaging view of evolution and ecology. The authors summarize diverse research well and provide comparisons to help the reader see divergent systems.

This book is organized into three sections (systems, diversity, and bookends). The first section highlights five well-characterized bioluminescent organisms. The roles of bacteria with these capacities are well developed while non-microbe species are shown to have additional capacities. The second section pivots on this trend, examining diversity, functions and evolution with useful comparisons. Here the authors are able to pull in issues of substrates in a given territorial ecology, mating behavior, and enticement of prey while returning to the fundamental comparisons of biochemical basis rooted in the evolution of each species. Bioluminescent insects demonstrate the next layer of all these issues, partnering with unique microbes or displaying their own unique chemistries at different stages of development. In the final section, the authors limit their exploration of applications to several molecular biology techniques, clearly describing some luciferase reactions and other ways these systems can be manipulated. This section is the least comprehensive, and this reviewer found this limitation made the section less satisfying in contrast to the authors' broad view, in earlier sections, of the array of species. Finally, the authors offer a detailed glossary and a less-detailed list of further readings for each chapter. The lack of specific references for works cited in each chapter coupled with a short reading list is one area where this book could improve. While the challenge of emerging work is hard to document in a monograph, the lack of detailed references leaves this reviewer scrambling to find specifics about systems mentioned.

This book is a great resource and effectively conveys the authors' incredible decades of experiences in the field. It would be a great monograph to have on the shelf of your institution's library for reference when microbial ecology students need more information about diverse species and locations. I cannot recommend this book for the beginner in a class setting, but an advanced, senior-level undergraduate would appreciate the biochemical detail coupled with comparative features. Any career microbiologist interested in bioluminescence should add this to their wish list for enjoyable reading and satisfying images.
